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HIGHLIGHTS

• This paper presents data adapter to make possible the automated transformation of multi-structured data in Relational Database (RDB) and NoSQL systems.
• With the proposed data adapter, a seamless mechanism is provided for constructing hybrid database systems.
• With the proposed data adapter, hybrid database systems can be performed in an elastic manner, i.e., access can be either RDB or NoSQL, depending on the size of data.
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ABSTRACT

As the growing of applications with big data in cloud computing become popular, many existing systems expect to expand their service to support the explosive increase of data. We propose a data adapter system to support hybrid database architecture including a relational database (RDB) and NoSQL database. It can support query from application and deal with database transformation at the same time. We provide three modes of query approach in data adapter system: blocking transformation mode (BT mode), blocking dump mode (BD mode), and direct access mode (DA mode). We provide a data synchronization mechanism and describe the design and implementation in detail. This paper focuses on velocity with proposed three modes and partly variety with data stored in RDB, NoSQL database and temporary files. With the proposed data adapter system, we can provide a seamless mechanism to use RDB and NoSQL database at the same time.
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1. Introduction

BIG data and hybrid database system are becoming popular as cloud service blooms. NoSQL databases are also growing in popularity for big data applications. Most of the existing systems are based on RDB, but with the growth of data size, enterprises tend to handle big data with NoSQL database for analysis or wants to get faster access on big data. Instead of replacing RDB with NoSQL database, enterprises and research organizations integrate the both databases. User applications interact with RDB to handle small and middle scale of data; NoSQL database serves as system back-end data pool for analysis and batched read/write operations, or periodic back-up destinations from RDB.

The database integration may affect the original system design. In the original system, application interacts with relational database using SQL. Since NoSQL database cannot be accessed by SQL, application needs to modify the design to access both RDB and NoSQL database. Mechanism of data transformation from RDB to NoSQL database is needed when integrating the original system with NoSQL database. The transformation process forces application to suspend and to wait for data synchronization. The transformation may take a long time if data is in large scale. It is a critical issue for some real-time, non-stopping service like scientific analysis or online web applications.
This paper proposes a data adapter system that integrates RDB and NoSQL database, and can handle database transformation. The main features of the data adapter are listed as follows.

1. **SQL Interface to RDB and NoSQL Database.** We offer a general SQL interface to access both RDB and NoSQL database. It consists of a SQL query parser and Apache Phoenix [1] as a SQL translator to connect HBase [2] as a NoSQL database, and MySQL JDBC driver as a RDB connector. With this SQL interface, application does not need to modify the queries or handle NoSQL queries, and can remain the original system design to access both MySQL and HBase.

2. **DB Converter.** We design a database converter to handle database transformation with a table synchronization mechanism. The database converter transforms data from MySQL to HBase database with Apache Sqoop and Apache Phoenix bulk load tool. The synchronization mechanism synchronizes data after finishing transformation for each MySQL table by patching the blocked queries during transformation.

3. **Query Approach.** We propose three modes of query approach: blocking transformation mode (BT mode), blocking dump mode (BD mode), and direct access mode (DA mode). Each mode provides different policies of how application can access RDB. This paper integrates above query approach and tools for querying and data transformation between RDB and NoSQL databases. The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes existing problems and related work. Section 3 shows the design concept and introduces each component of the data adapter we propose. Section 4 points out the database consistency problem, and shows how to perform synchronization mechanism, along with three modes of query approach. Section 5 gives the theoretical analysis of synchronization time and synchronization overhead. Section 6 shows the experimental results and analysis of the data adapter system. Section 7 concludes this paper and shows the future work.

2. Related work

A cluster is a powerful architecture for computer science applications in many perspectives. For instance, a Hadoop cluster can be built with commodity hardware to access large amount of data. Furthermore, users can build their cloud platform with OpenStack [3], an open source cloud computing software. Users can decide the frameworks to be used but have to handle maintenance issues on their own. While the software stack for big data store, computing and analysis is determined, there are still some important issues needed to be considered for integration, such as security. Ali et al. [4] provide a survey which shows security issue of sharing resource on cloud platform. Chang et al. [5] present a cloud computing adoption framework to meet the requirements of business cloud. They consolidate the proposed framework with OpenStack security and multilayered security. In other words, users who build their cloud platform will have to not only solve the security issues but also encounter lots of challenges. Consequently, users will have less time for developing big data applications. Some use online cloud platforms instead of building their own clusters to focus on the design and implementation of big data applications. Hashem et al. [6] give a comparison of Google, Microsoft, Amazon and Cloudera big data cloud platforms and classify big data for users to understand the relationship between cloud platforms and big data. A lot of tools are developed for developing big data analytics system, but there is no one-size-fits-all solution. Chen and Zhang [7] discuss big data tools in different perspectives and suggest 7 principles for designing a big data system. They also show both opportunities and challenges while handling big data issues. For developers who try to leverage big data frameworks with expected performance, Barbierato et al. [8] propose a way to evaluate performance of a big data system via SIMTHESys framework. Authors use elements of the SIMTHESysBigData modelling language on this framework to represent the main elements of MapReduce paradigm. They also take Apache Hive [9], which generates MapReduce tasks, as an example to demonstrate how to model HiveQL queries with SIMTHESysBigData modelling language.

There have been numbers of works on different NoSQL databases [10], e.g. BigTable [11], HBase [2,12], MongoDB [13], and Cassandra [14], for big data [15,16]. NoSQL databases provide efficient big data storage and access requirements. In this paper, HBase is as a NoSQL database in the data adapter system. HBase is built on top of Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) [17], which is a distributed framework that allows for distributed processing of large data set across clusters of computers. MapReduce framework [18] provides scalable computing services on Hadoop [19].

While NoSQL database has ability to manage big data, RDB still has superiority with middle or small scale of data. There are many studies of hybrid database system trying to integrate both databases. Cattell [20] examines a number of SQL and NoSQL data stores designed to scale simple OLTP-style application; the authors in the literature [21] point out the need of hybrid data storage in Internet of Things (IoT) area, and present a two-layer architecture based on a hybrid storage system that is able to support a federated cloud scenario in Platform as a Service (PaaS).

The design of hybrid database system architecture and the way of performing data transformation depend on the types of application services. Doshi et al. [22] classify the application the types of data growth enterprises experience, namely *Vertical Growth (VG)*, * Chronological Growth (CG)* and * Horizontal Growth (HG)*. Appropriate approaches are provided for blending SQL and NoSQL platforms for each data growth. There is an integrator used to synchronize data between RDB and NewSQL database, HBase and Hive backend are integrated to facilitate programming sophistication.

This paper focuses on the CG-like category which transforms data from RDB to NoSQL database. The architecture, which integrates RDB and NoSQL database, offers the capabilities to manage dramatically growing data and handle real-time queries. Thus, methods of SQL-to-NoSQL translator and schema mapping are needed when performing queries among different databases with migrated data. There are two basic strategies to migrate tables from RDB to HBase. One is to migrate all tables of a database in RDB to a table in HBase and gives different column family names for each RDB table. The other way is to create a table in HBase for each table in RDB. JackHare [23] migrates data from MySQL to HBase with later one because it is not suggested to have too many column families in a HBase table. A schema mapping strategy is also proposed to translate data model from MySQL to HBase. JackHare performs logic operations of SQL commands via MapReduce programs. Authors describe the way JackHare supports SELECT, FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, ORDER BY, JOIN, and AGGREGATE functions via MapReduce for most frequently used SQL commands. Rith et al. [24] identify a subset of SQL commands to access NoSQL databases. Cassandra and MongoDB are integrated because CQL, a query language for Cassandra, is similar to SQL and MongoDB is allowed to perform complex queries. Therefore authors translate SQL commands to connected NoSQL databases by implementing a middleware using C# with ANTLR as a SQL parser and SQL grammar based on Macrostep, a.Net library, to narrow the gap of using NoSQL databases. Roijackers [25] proposes an abstraction architecture with triple notation data model to store data. This work hides details of NoSQL. Users can understand this system easier. Simple queries are used to access both RDB and NoSQL databases instead of ANSI-SQL commands. Transformation methods to triples are needed to be implemented for different NoSQL database. Performance
of INSERT/UPDATE query is bad since this paper makes nested data very complicated for enhancing read performance. Li [26] proposes a two-phase transformation process of relational tables from relational databases to HBase. The first phase is a heuristic approach transform a relational schema of a relational database to a HBase schema with data model and features required by HBase. The second phase helps with data mapping between source and target schema via an extended technique of nested mapping based on [27]. Maghfirah [28] proposes a data model to keep constraints information and enhance the process of database migration from MySQL to HBase. Constraints and relationships between tables can be stored in XML files. It helps systems to improve the process of SQL validation. With constraints information, system can check if any INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE/DROP query violates integrity constraints.

Fig. 1 shows data transformation in two aspects. One is the type of data distributions between databases while the other one is the direction of data transformation to be performed between databases. Our work focuses on Type A that both RDB and NoSQL database have same copies of tables, and the direction of data transformation is from RDB to NoSQL database.

The design of a flexible and modularized data converter is important. We provide a data adapter that contains a database converter using Sqoop [29] to perform data dump. Sqoop is a data converter designed for efficiently transforming bulk data between RDB and NoSQL database. Some researchers also use Sqoop as data converter in hybrid database system [30,31]. Transformation between two databases encounters table synchronization problem. Cho and Garcia-Molina [32] show how to refresh a local copy of an autonomous data source to maintain data consistency. They further define synchronization policies and analytical study how effective the various policies are, and show their improvement.

3. The data adapter system

The data adapter system is highly modularized, layered between application and databases. It is responsible for performing queries from applications and data transformation between databases at the same time. The system provides a SQL interface parsing query statements to access both a relational database and a NoSQL database.

We offer a mechanism to control the database transformation process and let applications perform queries whether target data (table) are being transformed or not. After data are transformed, we provide a patch mechanism to synchronize inconsistent tables. We present the data adapter system with its design and implementation in following sections.

3.1. System architecture

Most of the applications usually interact with relational databases as shown in Fig. 2. If the developers decide to use NoSQL database due to the growth of data along with the original relational database, the transformation between these two kinds of databases is needed. Without the proposed system, developers have to stop their service, modify application design to connect to NoSQL database for service expansion or data analysis. In order to provide a non-stopping service while the transformation is performed, we propose the data adapter system.

Without the data adapter, the original system allows application to only connect to a relational database. Fig. 3 gives the architecture of the proposed data adapter system which consists of four components: (1) a relational database, (2) a NoSQL database, (3) DB Adapter, and (4) DB Converter. The system is the coordinator between applications and two databases. It controls query flow and transformation process. The DB Converter is responsible for data transformation and reporting transformation progress to DB Adapter for further actions.

In the proposal, applications access databases through the DB Adapter. The DB Adapter parses query, submits query, and gets result set from databases. It needs some necessary information such as transformation progress from DB Converter, and then decides when the query can be performed to access database. The DB Converter transforms data from a relational database to a NoSQL database. The data adapter system accepts queries while the transformation is performed, the data in two databases may not be consistent. The DB Adapter will detect and ask DB Converter to perform synchronization process to maintain data consistency.
The data adapter system consists of two parts as shown in Fig. 3: DB Adapter and DB Converter. The DB Adapter is responsible for communicating with applications, two databases, and DB Converter. DB Converter is responsible for converting data from a relational database to HBase, and synchronizing inconsistent tables. We describe the design and implementation of each component as follows.

Apache HBase is a scalable NoSQL database based on Hadoop framework. Data models of tables in HBase are quite different from ones in MySQL. To solve this issue, Phoenix is employed to create tables as clones of MySQL tables. Rowkey, column family and column qualifier of HBase are handle by Phoenix, too.

Apache Phoenix is a SQL translator for HBase. It allows database users who are familiar with SQL to access HBase with frequently used SQL commands. Instead of creating MapReduce jobs, Phoenix accesses HBase with coprocessor and makes results of queries returned faster. However, the value of rowkey and name of column family must be generated specifically when creating tables by Phoenix. Fig. 4 shows the value of rowkey is the value of column of primary key and name of column family is “_0”. We need to convert data according to the requirements, otherwise, Phoenix cannot access any data in HBase.

DB adapter system can be designed to connect with different databases as data source. In this paper, it is designed to support MySQL and HBase. MySQL JDBC driver is used to connect with MySQL while Phoenix provides client and server jar files used to connect with HBase. We perform SQL queries from application through translator and let the translator handle SQL statement translation. When users need different NoSQL database instead of HBase, it is necessary to find a proper SQL translator for data adapter. Besides, we need to develop new methods for data converter to migrate data from RDB to NoSQL database.

SQL parser is an interface which accepts queries from applications, parses queries, extracts and sends necessary information to controller. Parser can tell the difference between read and write queries and pass the information to controller to put write queries, which might be affected by transformation progresses, in a queue if necessary.

Controller controls the progress of table transformation, query flow, and table synchronization according to proposed modes of query approach. Queries which perform insert, delete or update operations on a table which is being transformed to HBase are put in a queue by controller. Data in tables is not allowed to be modified in specific steps for different strategies. Submission control and sync control are two components in controllers. Submission control not only communicates with converter but also records the transformation progress in local metadata store. In this paper, a table is a transformation unit. The order of tables to be transformed by converter is also decided by submission control. Sync control is responsible for performing synchronization process after each table is transformed. A SQLite database is used to record all necessary information such as table transformation status, and this database is kept updating by controller and DB converter.

DB converter consists of two parts: dumper and transformer. The data transformation flow in DB converter is shown in Fig. 5. Sqoop is employed as the dumper to export data from RDB to CSV format files for transformer phase. Sqoop first selects a range of table and divides data into splits namely files of partial data. Each split is handled by a mapper. Sqoop does not block tables because of performing operations using MapReduce. Applications can submit queries to access any table which is involved in a data transformation process. In transformer phase of DB converter, Phoenix Bulk Load is used to load CSV files and convert data into HFiles for HBase via MapReduce operation. Another reason to use Phoenix Bulk Load is because Phoenix is a SQL translator in this system. Phoenix needs specific information while accessing tables in HBase. Phoenix Bulk Load not only converts data into HBase tables but also generates information required by Phoenix. In our system design, transformer and translator are considered as a pair of components. The data format used in this system such as data type and schema mapping must be compatible with both transformer and translator. Otherwise, translator cannot understand the output result of transformer.

4. Query approach

The data adapter provides a mechanism that application can access both relational and NoSQL database whether data transformation is performing or not. An important design is took into consideration which is to decide when and how to execute query. Database accessing may change data and affect the tables in different transformation stages. Hence, data inconsistence between source database and destination database may occur when performing queries and data transformation on a table at the same time. Fig. 6 gives an example of how tables becoming inconsistent during the transformation process.

In Fig. 6, there is an RDB table on the left-hand side and we want to dump and transform data into NoSQL database on the right-hand side. The RDB table is divided into 3 splits S1, S2, and S3. The DB converter performs the transformation process in the order of S1, S2, and S3. At time t1, the DB converter completes the transformation for S1, and performs the transformation for S2. At time t2, the DB converter completes the transformation for S2, and performs the transformation of S3. Meanwhile, there is a write query arrives in our system and it affects S2 and S3. The data in RDB table and NoSQL table becomes inconsistent (S2 and S2’). At time
t3, DB converter completes the transformation of S3’ and the whole process is done. Since S3 becomes S3’ before transformation, we can find S3’ in RDB table which is identical to S3’ in NoSQL table. As the result shows, the data between RDB table (S1, S2, S3) and NoSQL table (S1, S2, S3’) is inconsistent.

The main idea of synchronizing tables is to perform the same query (patch) on inconsistent NoSQL tables. We propose three modes of query approach for applications in our system. The data adapter blocks queries according to each modes with different strategies. After data is transformed from RDB table to NoSQL table, there may be some inconsistent data needed to be synchronized. Data adapter will then patch the queries on NoSQL tables. After that, data between RDB and NoSQL database will be the same. In following section, three modes of query approach, i.e. BT, BD and DA, are proposed to solve this issue.

4.1. Blocking transformation mode (BT mode)

Fig. 7 shows details of Blocking Transformation mode (BT mode). Since read query will not affect RDB tables, for all coming read queries, the data adapter will execute them immediately. Therefore, we need to concentrate on dealing with write queries. In BT mode, the main strategy is that the data adapter will block all queries that will affect the tables being transformed.

In the transformation process, we treat a table as a transformation unit. There are three stages in BT mode transformation flow: waiting stage, transformation stage and finish stage. Waiting stage means the tables stay in RDB and are not transformed. Queries from application will be performed only on RDB in this stage. In the transformation stage, RDB table is accessed and transformed by DB converter into HBase table. Meanwhile, if there is a query wants to access the transformed table in transformation stage, the query will be blocked by controller and wait for transformation finishes. In finish stage, table finished transformation from RDB to HBase. The data adapter will then patch the blocked queries on HBase. After the synchronization is done, for the following queries, the data adapter can perform them on the table both in RDB and HBase to keep data synchronized. The performance of BT mode will be affected seriously by transformation time.

4.2. Blocking dump mode (BD mode)

Blocking Dump mode (BD mode) improves BT mode by further dividing transformation stage into dump stage and transform stage. It can reduce the influence by transformation time. The details of BD mode are shown in Fig. 8.

To find the opportune moment to perform write queries in RDB as early as possible during the transformation, we want to find a point in transformation process. Since transformation consists of two stages (dump stage and transform stage), we find that the best point is the moment right after dump stage, i.e., the point between dump stage and transform stage. The reasons are described as follows. In dump stage, data in tables are dumped from RDB to dump files (CSV format files) in HDFS, and queries will be blocked to prevent from data consistency between RDB tables and dump files. In transform stage, Phoenix Bulk Load reads CSV format files in HDFS to create HBase table. Clearly, the transformer will not access RDB in transform stage. So in transform stage, we can perform queries in RDB, but need to block queries to patch to HBase later. After a table finishes transformation, it will enter finish stage. We perform patch process at the beginning of finish stage to synchronize tables between RDB and HBase.

In BD mode, transformation will cause table inconsistent in transform stage. However, queries of application will only be blocked in dump stage. It can improve the performance tremendously, but application still has to wait until dump stage finishes.

4.3. Direct access mode (DA mode)

The strategy of Direct Access mode (DA mode) is to isolate the application execution and database transformation process. Application can perform queries at any stage on RDB. No matter table is in dump stage or transform stage, the queries will be performed on RDB immediately, and the queries will be in a local queue waiting to be patched later.

Data inconsistency problem in DA mode is more serious than the problem in BD mode since query result may be transformed partially due to query interrupt in dump stage. It causes new and old data of the result set will in HBase. But databases will be eventually consistent after performing synchronization process. DA mode uses synchronization mechanism to solve data inconsistency problem so that application can totally ignore the data transformation process. Since we allow queries enter dump stage, the competition between executed queries and dumper will affect RDB performance slightly.

In Table 1, we compare how the queries from application are applied on RDB during transformation. We can see DA mode can offer best accessibility for application. Both BT mode and BD mode may let application wait until transformation process is done to enter finish stage.

In addition, applying queries on HBase has to wait until table finishes transformation. Queries from application in waiting stage will be executed right away because at this time table does not start transformation. Queries in dump and transform stage will be put into a queue, waiting for synchronization process in finish stage. If queries from application arrive in finish stage, the queries can be performed directly on RDB and HBase since they are already synchronized.

5. Theoretical analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the data adapter regarding to synchronization time and overhead. Different modes of query approach all need to apply patches since they perform...
queries and transformation at the same time. To synchronize the data in RDB and HBase, different number of patches have to be performed after each table is transformed. In the view of HBase, we analyze the synchronization time and the number of patches to be applied to have consistent data. We define two terms as follows for better understanding:

1. **Synchronization Time.** The synchronization time means the very first time both RDB and HBase have the same data.
2. **Synchronization Overhead.** During database transformation, we use patches and apply them on HBase to keep data consistency between RDB and HBase. The number of patches is the synchronization overhead in the view of the data adapter.

### 5.1. Synchronization time

To synchronize tables between RDB and HBase requires operations of converting tables and patching queries. Fig. 9 illustrates different period of time of operations in the synchronization process. Tables are converted one by one. The order given in Fig. 9 is $T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n$. $T_i$ starts converting first, related write queries, $P_i$, is patched later in HBase. After finishing the operation of converting table $T_i$, the operation of $P_i$ is then performed and data converter starts converting table $T_{i+1}$ at the same time. Assume the patching time is much less than converting time for each table and most of the patching time is overlapped with converting time of next table. The synchronization time, $t_{\text{total}}$, is the sum of converting time for all tables and patching time for the last table. Therefore, the $t_{\text{total}}$ is

$$
t_{\text{total}} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} t_k + \alpha \cdot P_n
$$

where $t_k$ is the time for converting table $k$, $\alpha$ is the average single-query patching time, and $P_n$ is the number of queries to be patched which is given as follows.

$$
P_n = q_n \cdot f_n
$$

where $q_n$ denotes the number of all queries to be performed while converting table $t_n$, and $f_n$ denotes the frequency of queries related to table $t_n$.

Eq. (1) shows to find the best synchronization time is to find the table with smallest number of queries to be patched. However, it will be hard to the table if the frequency of queries to be performed varies and tables are asked to be converted in a specified period of time, e.g. 1:00–2:00 AM.

### 5.2. Synchronization overhead

The number of patches represents the synchronization overhead. Some applications may frequently access one specific table in a period of time. For example, an online shopping service may frequently insert new transactions into a table, and other actions like updating customers’ information or goods information do not occur so frequently. If we transform the table that is being modified with large number of transactions, it will cause large number of patches, and increase the synchronization overhead. At the same time, when data adapter apply the patches in HBase, it will also affect the performance of transformation. To minimize synchronization overhead of table $T_n$ is to find the period of time $\tau_{T_n}$ that queries accessing $T_n$ with highest frequency $f_n$ and avoid converting this table during $\tau_{T_n}$. So we need to find an optimal table order to minimize the total number of patches. We propose an algorithm showing in Table 2. We give a double for loop to find every table combinations at first. A for loop is then used to filter out the table combinations with highest cost in terms of patching queries for each table. A while loop is used after the for loop to calculate the number of queries needs to be patched for the left table combinations. Finally, we choose the table combination with smallest cost in terms of patching queries.

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Waiting stage</th>
<th>Dump stage</th>
<th>Transform stage</th>
<th>Finish stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT mode</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD mode</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA mode</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

The algorithm of synchronization overhead minimization.

For $i = 1; i \leq n; i + +$

For $j = 1; j \leq n; j + +$

find all combinations of $T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n$ starts with $T_i$

store found combinations in list $L$

EndFor

EndFor

For $i = 1; i \leq n; i + +$

find highest query frequency $f_i$ of $T_i$ during the period of time $\tau_{T_i}$

remove the combination related to the found $T_i$ with the highest query frequency $f_i$

from $L$

EndFor

While ($L$ still has table combination)

calculate the number of queries needs to be patched

EndWhile

choose the table combination with smallest number of queries needs to be patched

---

**Fig. 9.** Time of converting tables and patch queries.
Table 3
The environment information in detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component information</th>
<th>Hardware and OS</th>
<th>Data adapter</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD Opteron(tm) Processor with 32 cores, 64-bit, 2600 MHz</td>
<td>RDB MySQL5.5.37</td>
<td>JAVA language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>128 GB</td>
<td>NoSQL database Apache HBase 0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 13.04 server version</td>
<td>Hadoop Apache Hadoop 1.2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDB</td>
<td>MySQL 5.5.37</td>
<td>Phoenix Phoenix 2.2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoSQL database</td>
<td>Apache HBase 0.94</td>
<td>Sqoop Sqoop 1.4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
RDB table information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Row count</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>7,984,586</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>6,676,899</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>11,233,058</td>
<td>530 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>15,969,171</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>13,353,798</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>22,466,116</td>
<td>1.1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>15,969,171</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>6,676,899</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>33,699,174</td>
<td>1.6 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table order of minimum synchronization time and the table order of minimum synchronization overhead may not be the same. In the view of application, it concerns optimal synchronization time, so it can get consistent state of RDB and HBase faster. In the view of data adapter, it concerns how to minimize number of patches to reduce overhead during table transformation, and it also can reduce the competition of patching and transformation in HBase.

6. Experimental results

This section reports our empirical comparison of the proposed three modes of query approach. We will evaluate the performances of our data adapter system and analyse results.

6.1. Evaluation environment

Table 3 gives the experimental environment and configurations. In MapReduce process, we can set the max number of mappers by ourselves. In the experiments, we set this value to the number of CPU cores, i.e. 32 mappers, to get the best performance. We also divide RDB into 4 splits/file in dumper; this means we use 4 mappers in Sqoop import process in all following experiments. Transformer (Phoenix Bulk Load) decides appropriate number of mappers to transform the data according to the data size.

We use Amazon Elastic MapReduce test data [33] as our RDB data source. The database contains three tables: books, customers, and transactions. We generate three sets with different sizes for experiments. Table 4 lists the detailed information.

Based on the AWS test data schema, the query generator generates synthetic read/write queries, and the ratio of read/write queries is 50/50. A read query only contains SELECT statement which selects one row with specific primary key value, and always can be applied to RDB because RDB has full set of data. A write query may contain one of INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE, and it will only affect one row with specific primary key. We will focus on the discussion of write queries in experiments.

6.2. DB converter transformation

We use 3 sets of data to perform transformation from MySQL to HBase and measure the performance of DB converter with each set. First, we define some terms as follows:

1. Application Turnaround Time. We define turnaround time as the time period from application is submitted into our system with data adapter to the time application finishes.
2. Application Idle Time. Idle time means that during the application is running, application may be blocked by the data adapter depending on different stages with different modes of query approach. We sum the total blocking time by the data adapter and define it as the idle time.
3. Application Waiting Time. An application submitted into the system may have to wait for previous application to be accepted by the data adapter, and the waiting time varies according to modes of query approach. Waiting time measures the time period from application submission to the time application starts execution.

Fig. 10 gives the transformation time of DB converter without any incoming query. Transformation time is affected by RDB table size. Time for Set B and set C take is longer than the time for set A. Set C takes less time than set B does although sizes of both sets are the same. The reason is the number of mappers is decided by Phoenix Bulk Load depends on the input file size. The largest table in set C is larger than the largest table in set B, so Phoenix Bulk Load asks more computing resources to transform data and results in less transformation time. The numbers of mappers in dumper and transformer are given in Table 5.

Transformation time consists of three parts: (1) the time of dumper exports data from RDB to HDFS, (2) the time of transformer imports data into HBase, (3) the time of system sets up and cleans up the job. We show the ratio of transformation time with three sets in Fig. 11. The proportions of RDB dump in three sets are very close because dumper dumps data into HDFS with MapReduce in parallel. Transformer takes the most of the transformation time because it uses only one reducer to write data into HBase, and it cannot be parallelized; the proportions of transformation in three sets are similar. The proportions of setup and cleanup of three sets are similar. We can notice that the proportion in Set A is a little larger than proportions in Set B and Set C since the size of Set A is smaller.
Table 5  
Size and number of mappers in DB converter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>#Mappers in dumper</th>
<th>#Mappers in transformer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set A</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>530 MB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set B</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>1.1 GB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set C</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>500 MB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>1.6 GB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Time ratio of transformation.

6.3. Single application with multiple queries

In this section, we want to simulate behaviours of a single threaded application that one query comes after another sequentially. We generate 10,000 queries for a single application. Queries are performed serially and data adapter accepts queries one by one. There is no dependency among queries. For instance, a record is updated by a query. This record will not be deleted by another query later. After submitting an application into the system with data adapter, we can observe if the turnaround time is affected by different modes of query approach, and the size of database to be transformed in the experimental results. We check the correctness of data in tables every time after each experiment and data is correct. Besides, controller in the proposal receives information of status of tables from transformer. Queries are performed according to the information. If a table is being transformed, controller will make queries accessing the proper tables in proper time.

Fig. 12 shows application turnaround time with three query modes. Application takes longest time to finish its job in BT mode since queries will be blocked until the involved tables finish transformation. We also observe that data transformation time is longer when data size is larger, so application turnaround time with BT mode in Set B and Set C will be longer than the time in Set A. We can find that application turnaround time in BD mode and DA mode drop significantly comparing with BT mode. Although BD mode blocks queries with involved tables in dump stage, the dump time is extremely short comparing to transformation time. In DA mode, it will not block any query both in dump and transform stages, so the DA performs a little bit better than BD mode does.

The influence of data size is obvious in BT mode, but not in BD and DA modes. Because dump time does not greatly arise with larger data size, so there is only little influence on BD mode. DA mode takes shortest turnaround time among three modes. The turnaround time is nearly close to the application execution time RDB since DA mode does not block any query of application. The main influence factor of application turnaround time is the blocking time of different modes of query approach.

The application turnaround time is equal to the sum of application execution time and application idle time. In Fig. 13, we further show the application idle time. Since the application execution time is almost the same within three modes, we can find that the application idle time is proportional to application turnaround time.

6.4. Multiple applications behaviours

Since the performance of single application would be affected by different factors observed in the previous section, we are interested in the behaviour of multiple applications in the data adapter system and find that the results are similar to those presented in single application experiments except the application waiting time. We examine the waiting time of multiple applications by submitting only one query for one application every fixed period during DB transformation is performed, and observe how different modes of query approach affect application waiting time. We only set one query for one application and observe that the result is obvious. If one application can contain more than one query, the result would be far more obvious.

The result shows in Fig. 14. We use Set B in the experiments, and set the application submission time to 1 s. For application waiting time, since it only considers the application arrival time and when it will be executed in the system, we find that results in three modes are very different. The average application waiting time of BT mode is the longest one among three modes.

In our experiments, we make average of the total waiting time of each application submitted during transformation process. We
can find waiting time in BT mode is extremely larger than the time in BD mode and DA mode because application with write queries is blocked with involved tables in transformation. Before an application can be executed, the previous applications in the queue need to be executed first. If the previous applications are blocked, the waiting time of current application will also be affected. In BD mode, average waiting time is short since the proportion of dump time is short in transformation process. In DA mode, there is nearly no waiting time since the applications will not be blocked. The data adapter only spends very little time to parse each query to get necessary information, so the waiting time in DA mode is equal to the parsing overhead of each query.

### 6.5. Results on cloud platform

To verify performance of the proposal, we examine BT, BD and DA on an OpenStack (Grizzly) cloud platform hosted at NTHU with larger data set B. Table 6 give the details of data set. We generate 100,000 write queries as a single application and submit it to data adapter while performing data transformation.

Due to limited resources, there are two virtual machines (VMs) used for the experiment. Both VMs contains 12 virtual CPUs and 42 GB memory. The VM as master node has 4TB disk space while the VM as datanode has 2TB disk space. Fig. 15 gives the application turnaround time for BT, BD and DA modes of the proposal. The turnaround time increased but the performance observed is similar to the performance given in Section 6.3. Because of blocking queries in both dump stage and transform stage, BT requires more time than BD and DA do. Besides, large data set requires more time for dump stage and transform stage. It takes all three modes more than 75,000 s for data transformation process. BT needs 6.7% of its turnaround time to patch queries since it blocks all queries in data transformation process. While blocking queries only in dump stage, it costs less than 1% of the turnaround time for BD to patch queries after transform stage. DA blocks no queries during the process of data transformation and needs nearly no extra time for patching queries after the process of data transformation. Comparing results in Sections 6.3 and 6.5, we have similar observation that patching queries requires more turnaround time especially when queries are blocked during the whole process of data transformation, e.g. 88% in Section 6.3 and 6.7% in Section 6.5 for BT.

### 6.6. Summary

We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of three modes of query approach in this section: BT mode is suitable for batch applications instead of real-time services. Some applications can tolerate maintaining time required by systems which will stop systems from executing queries. BT mode has less impact on these applications which submit queries during a specific time period. The advantage of BT mode is with less complexity of Patch processes since write-related queries are blocked during dump and transform stages. The disadvantage of BT mode is with longest data synchronization time when comparing BT mode with BD and DA modes. BD mode allows queries to be executed after dump stage and is suitable for applications which allows little delay in terms of performing write-related queries. The advantage of BD mode is that patch process can be started earlier but the disadvantage is with higher Patch cost.

DA mode allows performing write-related queries without blocking queries in dump stage because Sqoop is employed to convert data from MySQL to CSV files. Sqoop does not lock tables and it makes perform queries in dump stage possible. The advantage of DA mode is almost delay-free during data transformation in dump and transform stages. The disadvantage is DA mode has highest cost of Patch process among three modes. Experiments shows the pros and cons of the proposal. Users can choose BT, BD and DA modes of query approach for different scenarios, namely batch applications, real-time services or other kinds of systems with specific requirements of performing queries.

### 7. Conclusions and future work

A flexible and highly modularized data adapter for hybrid database system is proposed in this paper. The data adapter uses a general SQL layer accepting queries from application services, so that original application does not need to change the design. The data adapter also controls query flow during database transformation. We implement a prototype system and show the design concept of whole system. We also present three modes (BT, BD, and DA modes) of query approach with different blocking policies to perform data transformation from MySQL to HBase. In order words, this paper focuses on velocity with BT, BD, and DA modes of query approach and partly variety with data stored in MySQL, CSV files and HBase for different stages.

We provide theoretical analysis of synchronization time and synchronization overhead. The most important two factors are table transformation order and the characteristics of queries. We
provide a solution to minimize the synchronization time. We also calculate the number of patches and offer an algorithm to minimize the synchronization overhead.

We examine factors that influence application performance in the data adapter, including different database sizes, different table sizes, and application types; each of them is examined with different modes of query approach. The results show size affects the turnaround time of single application. In BT mode, it is influenced the most because of the long blocking time in data transformation stage. The idle time of single application in BT mode is the longest, and it is the shortest in DA mode, since application in DA mode can totally be executed regardless of database transformation. The application waiting time in BT mode takes the longest time.

In the future, we will focus on speeding up DB converter and try to evaluate performance with suitable models. As showed in our experiments, data size directly affects performance of applications and data adapter. We also want to support more complicated SQL queries by enhancing the SQL parser and translator between data adapter and applications. The data adapter now can offer real-time access to NoSQL database but cannot efficiently perform batch operations on NoSQL database. We will put emphasis on how to speed up SQL query execution. With the flexibility of the proposed data adapter system, we will offer more connectors to deal with different types of databases to support various services. Security is also an important issue as mentioned in related work. We mainly describe the functionalities, e.g., SQL query, data migration and data synchronization. To improve the data adapter to avoid data being hacked and compromised, it is necessary to design and integrate security components in the future.
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